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Abstract: The main objective of this research is to study and analyze the hedonic and utilitarian dimensions
of each product separately. These dimensions of product design (hedonic and utilitarian) are two effective
variables that have influence on diverse positive and negative post-consumption emotions and the purchase
intention of customers. For this research, the data were collected from students who are studying management
at Islamic Azad University, located in faculties of management all over Tehran. In general, 394 questionnaires
were collected. In this research, it is signified that regarding cell- phones, purchase intention is highly
influenced by hedonic benefits and positive or negative promotion emotions; however, this is not the case with
laptop  computers.  Considering  the  results  of the statistical test, the purchase intention of cell- phones is
more among students of faculties of management at the Islamic Azad University because, for these students,
cell- phones have more hedonic characteristics compared to laptop computers. This research has also
demonstrated that, considering the utilitarian benefits, these two products have no significant differences for
consumers. Perhaps the reason is that laptop computers are more expensive and as students have financial
limitations, they cannot afford to buy this product.
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INTRODUCTION instrumental,   utilitarian    reasons.    We    adopt  this

Consumer behavior has always been considered a the first dimension is hedonic dimension resulting from
significant and well-known subject in marketing and the sensations derived from the experience of using products
interest of businesses and companies in getting to know and the second is a utilitarian dimension derived from
consumers’ behavior and purchase patterns has been functions performed by products [5]. From the true
growing. This is what allows them to make better perspective, the findings of this research lead the product
decisions  through  collecting  data  and  realizing those designers as well as the marketers to a better
patterns. The significance of understanding the consumer understanding and identification of the impact of
behaviors can be found in the definition of “marketing”: utilitarian benefits versus hedonic benefits of products
“a human task that is directed and oriented towards and its relationship with the post-consumption emotions
satisfying the needs and desires through the exchange and purchase intention of customers. In this research, we
process” [1]. have used the term “utilitarian benefits” to refer to the

Marketing scholars have long recognized the functional, instrumental and practical benefits of
differential effects of product types on consumer consumption offerings and have used the term “hedonic
behavior,  developed  various  ways  of  classifying benefits” to refer to their aesthetic, experiential and
products [2],. and distinguished specific product types enjoyment-related benefits. In addition, this research
that provide different stimulations compared to one suggests  a  model or pattern of relationships between
another [3]. two dimensions of utilitarian product design and the

Batra and Ahtola [4]. state that, consumers purchase hedonic one and the effects they have on consumers’
goods and services and perform consumption behaviors post-consumption emotions and this is the main issue
for two basic reasons: (1) consummatory affective that distinguishes this work from any other research
(hedonic) gratification (form sensory attributes) and (2) conducted in this field.

two-dimensional conceptualization of consumer attitudes:
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Literature Review and Hypotheses: Although studies in a conceptual parallel between necessities–needs and
the domain of consumer behavior have focused on utilitarian benefits. Moreover, utilitarian products are
emotions related to consumption and such studies have purchased and consumed to fill the consumers’ basic,
been excessively increasing, issues associated with ways functional needs; also, their consumption is related to
of measuring such emotions are still unsolved. Many solving a problem they have faced [2].
papers acknowledge that positive and negative effects are
ever present in the experience emotions [6-8]. What we Hedonic Benefits: We use the term “hedonic benefits” to
mean by “emotion” is a state of mental and psychic refer to the aesthetic, experiential and enjoyment-related
(inner) readiness which is formed as a result of the benefits. In the context of cell phones, for example, the
cognitive assessment of events and/or thoughts and phone’s aesthetic appeal including its shape and color are
ideas. counted as hedonic benefits [3, 4, 16-18].

The role of affective processes has been an important It is argued that luxuries and decorative goods are
subject in consumer behavior. Researchers have examined typically considered to be hedonic goods in terms of
the emotions generated by the use of  specific  products nature as well as the benefits they offer to consumers.
[9, 10]. by services [11]. by one's favorite possessions Further, there is a conceptual parallel between
[12]. or more generally in a variety of consumption luxuries–wants and hedonic benefits.
situations, Other researchers have investigated the
relationship between consumption emotions and Regulatory Focus Theory: Promotion and Prevention
satisfaction [13, 14]. All of these studies have found Motivations: The regulatory focus theory establishes and
emotions to be an important component of consumer proves two independent and distinct self-regulatory
response and the importance of emotions in the sphere of dimensions: prevention and promotion [19]. The
consumer behavior has been firmly established. We prevention focus emphasizes safety, responsibility and
anticipate that the type of positive emotional response security. The objectives are considered as musts and
that product consumption evokes in the consumer there is a strategic concern approaching non-losses
depends on whether the offering exceeds expectations on (negatives do not exist) and avoiding losses (negatives
the utilitarian or the hedonic dimension. Specifically, it is exist). The promotion focus puts the emphasis on hopes,
proposed that exceeding a utilitarian expectation evokes aspirations, accomplishments and advancements. The
satisfaction, while exceeding a hedonic expectation objectives are perceived as ideal and there is a strategic
evokes  delight.  Moreover,  failing   to   meet   a  utilitarian concern approaching the accomplishments (positives
expectation evokes anger, while failing to meet a hedonic exist) and avoiding unaccomplishments (positives do not
expectation evokes dissatisfaction [15]. exist).The regulatory focus of a situation can be different

Based on the proposed coordination between for each person (Chronic Regulatory Focus) and each
utilitarianism and prevention goals, as well as hedonism condition (Momentary Regulatory Focus) [20].
and promotion goals, researchers anticipate that The regulatory focus theory distinguishes the
conditions consisting trade-off processes between promotion focus, which emphasizes accomplishments and
utilitarian and hedonic products evoke several positive aspirations and the prevention focus, which emphasizes
and negative feelings of guilt, anxiety, dissatisfaction, safety and responsibility. Based on these differentiations
anger, cheerfulness, excitement, confidence and security. and distinctions, the regulatory focus theory states that

Utilitarian Benefits: In this research, as well as the safety move beyond the fulfillment of various needs to
studies in marketing, we use the term “utilitarian benefits” the promotion of different situations for seeking goals.
to refer to the functional, instrumental and practical Therefore, this theory proposes that individuals examine
benefits  of  consumption  offerings.  In  the context of their basic needs for accomplishments (concerns related
cell- phones, for instance, the phone’s battery life and to promotion motivations) in a completely different form
sound volume are among utilitarian benefits [3, 4, 16-18]. from their basic needs for safety (concerns related to

Consumer choice between the utilitarian and hedonic prevention motivation) [19].
characteristics of products is very considerable and
significant. Those consumers that pay attention to the Function of Emotion: Consumers usually purchase
utilitarian dimension of a product are more concerned with products on the basis of their expectations of the
its functional and practical benefits. In addition, there is product’s performance to meet their goals. Post-

the motivations associated with accomplishment and
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consumption emotions result from a perceived experiences as a result of consuming such benefits.
discrepancy between the expected performance and the Furthermore, the principle of precedence positions the
actual performance [21]. fulfillment of “needs” as a morally superior obligation

Empirical researches demonstrate that emotions are than the fulfillment of “wants” [31]. These findings
related to consumption behavior [22]. collectively point to a conceptual parallel between

The significant role that emotions play in consumer’s luxuries–wants–hedonic benefits  and
lives suggest that emotions can elucidate and explain necessities–needs–utilitarian benefits. Given that
behavior in situations where other constructs, such as avoiding pain is a necessity (a need that a person must
attitude, do not account for all or even a significant meet)  and  that  seeking  pleasure  is   a   relative  luxury
portion of variability in behavior. Emotions are either (a want that a person aspires to meet), customers give
positive, negative, or mixed in valence. Complex and/or higher priority to utilitarian benefits (which means the
conflicting emotions are richer than attitudes [23]. As fulfillment  of  prevention  goals)  than  to hedonic
Oatley [24]. notes, “emotions appear as passing through benefits (which means the fulfillment of promotion goals)
one stage to the other. Theorists believe that the major [16, 19, 20].
determiner of each emotion is the final assessment and
interpretation performed after comparing an actual Post-Consumption Emotion: In the present study, in order
situation to an ideal and desirable one.” to create a conceptual framework of the role of hedonic

Many papers acknowledge that positive and negative and utilitarian benefits, we try to make up different
effects are ever present in the experience emotions [6-8]. positive and negative post-consumption emotions and
We mention an analyzed content of several studies as assume that consuming the hedonic benefits of a product
well as diverse specific and significant reviews regarding produces higher promotion motivations of delight and
the psychology of emotions and emotional words or terms excitement, while consuming the utilitarian benefits of a
here. In this section, it will clearly be illustrated that a set product produces higher prevention motivations of
of studies have been conducted on consumer’s emotions. security and confidence. These promotion and prevention

Hoolbrook and Batra [25]. showed the dimensions of emotions are the primitive or basic factors of post-
emotion, arousal and dominance or hegemony in their consumption estimates, which are delight and
data and concluded that these are emotions which act as satisfaction, respectively.
mediums between the consumers’ reactions and Depending on the level of confirmation (expectancy)
propaganda. and/or disconfirmation,   a   product   may   evoke

Edell and Burk [26]. created a list of personal positive,  negative,  or  a  mixed  set  of emotions. Thus,
emotions and illustrated that such emotions play a we can argue that the product’s expectancy confirmation
significant role in predicting the effectiveness of (or disconfirmation) on the utilitarian benefits dimension
propaganda. evokes a qualitatively different emotional response than

In the section discussing satisfaction, Westbrook’s does the expectancy confirmation (or disconfirmation) on
[14]. studies were one of the first reviews about emotional the hedonic dimension. This is primarily due to the fact
reactions regarding a product, consumption experience that the nature of the consumption experience and goals
and its relation to several basic dimensions of the in the context of utilitarian benefits are different from
purchase process. those in the context of hedonic benefits [15, 19, 20].

Emotional reactions and subjective responses seem
to be the prime determinants of satisfaction and post- H : Hedonic benefits have direct influence on positive
consumption behavior [27] and such reactions often post- consumption emotions.
prevail among consumers [28]. H : Hedonic benefits have reverse impact on negative

Oliver [29]. developed this study by illustrating post- consumption emotions.
emotional reactions, which are mediums between the
effects of product characteristics on consumer Thus, we can argue that the product’s expectancy
satisfaction. confirmation (or disconfirmation) on the utilitarian-

Kivets and Simonson argued [30]. in 2002, that benefits dimension evokes a qualitatively different
luxuries (luxurious goods) are typically hedonic in nature emotional response than does the expectancy
and necessities (necessary goods) are typically utilitarian. confirmation (or disconfirmation) on the hedonic
Consumer value is created by need- or want-satisfying dimension.

1

2
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Individuals   assess    value    based    on    the   net In similar research, Higgins [31, 20]. realized that
gain  of utility  between  what  benefit  are  received and when consumers experience negative promotion goals,
what sacrifices are incurred by performing the behavior they get depression related feelings such as sadness and
[32]. disappointment. Thus, reversely, the trade-off between

This is primarily due to the fact that the nature of the hedonic and utilitarian features evokes negative
consumption experience and goals in the context of promotion emotions such as sadness and disappointment.
utilitarian benefits are different from those in the context Moreover, the failure to meet the hedonic expectations
of hedonic benefits. The positive consumption experience will lead to dissatisfaction [16]. Therefore, hypotheses 5
associating the utilitarian benefits causes positive and 6 are proposed as follows:
prevention emotions of confidence and security, whereas
the positive consumption experience associating the H : Hedonic benefits have direct influence on positive
hedonic benefits causes positive promotion emotions of promotion emotions.
excitement and cheerfulness. In the case of consumption H : Hedonic benefits have reverse impact on negative
experiences, negative emotions due to the replacement of promotion emotions.
a utilitarian product with the hedonic one consist of: a
feeling of guilt and anxiety [19, 20, 15]. Also, negative Thus far, we have mentioned predictions about the
emotions due to the replacement of a hedonic product types of emotions that are likely to be evoked by the
with the utilitarian one consists of: sadness and fulfillment of prevention and promotion goals from
disappointment [16]. utilitarian and hedonic benefits, respectively. We know

Therefore, we should expect the following that consumers experience negative emotions when
relationships. products fail to meet their expectations [13,14]. According

H : Utilitarian benefits have direct influence on positive dimension  (or  the  utilitarian attributes of a product)3

post- consumption emotions. helps  fulfill  prevention  goals,  the  hedonic dimension
H : Utilitarian benefits have reverse impact on negative (or the hedonic attributes of a product) helps achieve4

post- consumption emotions. promotion goals. As stated earlier, according to the

There are several indications that different types of such as behaving in a safe and secure manner or being
goals that consumers expect to be fulfilled by the responsible and promotion goals are the kind of
utilitarian dimension of a product are different from those aspirations such as looking cool or being sophisticated.
they seek from the hedonic dimension [33]. Since Therefore, this issue means that emotions which are
consumers expect the fulfillment of prevention goals on created at the time of a trade-off between utilitarian and
the utilitarian dimension and the fulfillment of promotion hedonic attributes are equal to emotions that are evoked
goals on the hedonic dimension, therefore, the when meeting prevention goals. The findings of Higgins
accomplishment of promotion goals in the context of [35, 20]. illustrate that negative prevention goals
hedonic benefits increases the probability of pleasure and correspond to the feelings of turbulence, guilt and
excitement and the accomplishment of prevention goals in anxiety. As well, Chernev’s hypothesis in 2004 [33].
the context of utilitarian benefits increases the probability suggests that emotions evoked at the time of a trade-off
of evoking security and confidence. between hedonic and utilitarian attributes are equal to

Promotion emotions in the context of product emotions that are created at the time of a compromise with
consumption significantly increase the probability of a promotion emotions. Previous findings reveal that the
pleasurable experience; therefore, they enable consumers compromise of promotion goals evokes dejection-related
to experience emotions that result from the fulfillment of emotions such as sadness and disappointment. Therefore,
promotion emotions, for example, the positive promotion we  expect that the trade-off between utilitarian benefits
emotions of cheerfulness and excitement [16, 19, 20]. (or attributes) and hedonic ones bring about such

The feelings of cheerfulness and excitement arising emotions. Combining the theory of Chernev [33]. and
from the fulfillment of promotion goals by hedonic conceptions in the regulatory focus theory of Higgins
benefits are high-arousal feelings [34]. as are the [20]. we expect that a trade-off between utilitarian
antecedent feelings of delight, an emotion accompanied characteristics and hedonic ones evokes feelings of guilt
by high arousal. and anxiety. In the same way, exchanging the hedonic

5

6

to Chernev’s theory [29]. whereas the utilitarian

regulatory focus theory, prevention goals are aspirations
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characteristics with the utilitarian features would result in whether the product is stylish and attractive. Under such
evoking the feelings of sadness and disappointment. circumstances, customers are more likely to blame
Since the failure to meet a utilitarian expectation leads to themselves than the manufacturer if their friends do not
anger, the failure to meet a hedonic expectation merely find the product stylish and attractive. Therefore, not
leads to dissatisfaction. In this review, we consider the meeting minimum utilitarian expectations of functionality
must-meet and aspire-to-meet characteristics, generates a much more intense negative feeling, such as
respectively, for utilitarian and hedonic benefits. anger, than a less intense feeling, such as disappointment

According to the regulatory focus theory, prevention or  dissatisfaction  that  results  from  not meeting
goals are those that ought to be met, such as “behaving minimum hedonic expectations. Because anger is
in a safe and secure manner” and “being responsible.” accompanied by higher levels of arousal than
Fulfillment of prevention goals in the context of product dissatisfaction, we expect that the failure of products to
consumption eliminates or significantly reduces the meet utilitarian (versus hedonic) expectations leads to
probability of a painful experience, thus making greater negative word of mouth and lower repurchase
consumers experience emotions that result from fulfillment intentions.
of prevention goals for example, the positive prevention
emotions of confidence and security. The feeling of Purchase Intention: Purchase intention is an important
confidence and security are the utilitarian benefits of the concept in the domain of marketing. Published studies in
same primitive emotions [19, 20]. Therefore, in the case of this context consist of a small collection of research which
a positive consumption experience, the products that meet is applied for the evaluation of purchase intention. Yet,
or exceed utilitarian expectations will evoke low-arousal the quantity of the relevant literature is quite large.
feelings of confidence and security, leading to Axelrod [36]. has analyzed purchase intention on the
satisfaction, which is an emotion that is also low in basis of attitude evaluations, which are applied to predict
arousal [16, 19]. the actual purchase behavior.

H : Utilitarian benefits have direct influence on positive predictor of an individual’s behavior will be a measure of7

prevention emotions. intention to perform that behavior”. Purchase intentions
H : Utilitarian benefits have reverse impact on negative data can assist managers in their marketing decisions8

prevention emotions. related to product demand (new and existing products),

Considering these results, we can argue that Purchase intention is a plan to purchase a particular
delighted customers prove to have more loyalty compared product, good, or service in the future. Therefore, the
to satisfied customers and thus they are more inclined to analysis of purchase intention related to measurable and
repurchase the products. As we discussed earlier, there is assessable features of the predicted behavior of a
a conceptual parallel between luxuries– wants– hedonic customer is highly significant.
benefits and necessities– needs–utilitarian benefits. When products meet customers’ hedonic

In addition, Maslow’s hierarchy of needs and the expectations or exceed their needs, they will have more
precedence principle both position necessities– needs– purchase intention compared to the time when their
utilitarian benefits as of greater importance than luxuries– utilitarian expectations are met. Therefore, delighted
wants– hedonic benefits. customers are more inclined toward positive word-of-

Consumers are focused more on the utilitarian mouth and have more purchase intention compared to
benefits than on the hedonic benefits of a product until satisfied customers [21].
their minimum expectations of fulfilling prevention goals
are met. Furthermore, a utilitarian benefit is a promise of a H : Positive promotion emotions have direct influence
certain level of functionality by the manufacturer or the on purchase intention.
retailer. When this promise is not fulfilled, customers H : Negative promotion emotions have reverse impact
blame the retailer or the manufacturer. When negative on purchase intention.
feelings are attributable to an entity, customers feel angry H : Positive prevention emotions have direct influence
[34]. However, in the case of hedonic benefits, such as on purchase intention.
style and visual appeal, what you see is what you get. H : Negative prevention emotions have reverse impact
The manufacturer determines, at the time of purchase, on purchase intention.

Fishbein and Ajzen [37] contend that “the best single

market segmentation and promotional strategies [38].

9

10
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Methodology to examine and evaluate the existing problems in the
Sampling Method: Considering the statistical population degree of validity and reliability of the questionnaire,
under study, which consists of students of management some pretests were conducted. The reliability coefficient
faculties at the Islamic Azad University all over Tehran, of  the  first  pretest  was  found to be 0.822 for cell
sampling is done through the stratified-random method phones and 0.732 for laptop computers; also, Cronbach’s
according to the sampling volume. The random sampling alpha coefficient for the whole questionnaire was 0.776.
is done with a boundary error of 5%. Accordingly, 420 The  reliability  coefficient of the second pretest was
questionnaires of the products under study (cell-phones found  to  be  0.886 for laptop computers and 0.773 for
and laptop computers) are distributed among consumers cell- phones; also, the general alpha coefficient of the
who are students in faculties of management at the Islamic questionnaire was equal to 0.864. Considering the fact
Azad University of Tehran and the questionnaires are that this number was higher than 0.7, we can say that the
then collected. In this research, knowing that the total questionnaire had the required reliability.
number of students in the statistical population is 10,400,
we have done the sampling based on the information Testing Hypotheses: In this research, in order to analyze
received from each university. the data, we have applied parametric and nonparametric

Questionnaire Design: The language of the initial testing the research hypotheses, inferential statistics and
questionnaire was English, while the responders were the path analysis method are used. In addition, for the
Iranian; the questionnaire became applicable through rejection/acceptance of research hypotheses, SPSS
back-to-back translations. A total of 420 questionnaires software has been applied. The technique used in SPSS
were distributed among students and 394 were used. software is the path analysis method. Furthermore, a side

Due to the nature of the present study, analysis, which is the T-Test (a test comparing the
questionnaires are applied in order to collect data. For average of two independent societies), has been
designing the questionnaire, Likert’s five-point scale and conducted.  This  study  tested a conceptual model
semantic differential scale were utilized. (Figure 1).

The applied questionnaire contains a total of 27 In this section, we have provided the conceptual
questions. In this research, two questionnaires are used: model of this study, which is set according to research
the first one is related to laptop computers and the second hypotheses. + /- marks and arrows illustrate the direction
one contains questions about cell phones. In order to and dimensions of the assumed relationships between the
implement  the  questionnaires  with  utmost accuracy and eight key constructs.

statistical methods. Also, for analyzing the data and

Fig. 1: Conseptual Model (Based on: Chitturi and et al, 2008)
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Table 1: Variable and their measure (Path analysis)

Non-standard coefficients
Cell-phone ---------------------------------------------
H1-H3 Standard error B Standardized coefficient T-value t

(Constant) .254 2.062 .000 8.106
Hedonic Benefits .048 .312 .336 .000 6.479
Utilitarian Benefits .054 .008 .007 .887 .142

Lap top Dependent Variable: Negative Post- consumption Emotion
constant .199 2.489 .000 12.518
Hedonic Benefits .036 .095 .134 .009 2.620
Utilitarian Benefits .038 .004 .006 .906 .118

Cell- phone H2-H4 (Constant) .238 2.731 .000 11.471
Hedonic Benefits .045 -.094 -.112 .038 -2.083
Utilitarian Benefits .051 -.145 -.153 .005 -2.847

Lap Top Dependent Variable: Positive Post- consumption Emotion
(Constant) .352 2.341 .000 6.656
Hedonic Benefits .064 .128 .102 .047 1.992
Utilitarian Benefits .067 .081 .062 .0228 1.208

Cell-phone H5 (Constant) .221 1.644 .000 7.437
Hedonic Benefits .054 .437 .387 .000 8.150

Laptop H5 Dependent Variable: Positive Promotion Emotions
(Constant) .198 2.413 .000 12.171
Hedonic Benefits .049 .009 .010 .848 .192

Cell-phone H6 (constant) .197 2.102 .000 10.648
Hedonic Benefits .048 -.100 -.108 .037 -2.098

Lap top H6 Dependent Variable: Negative Promotion Emotions
(constant) .306 .306 .000 8.892
Hedonic Benefits .076 .076 .061 .228 1.207

Cell-phone H7 Constant .285 3.076 .000 10.781
.064 .052 .042 .415 .816

Lap top H7 Dependent Variable: Positive Prevention Emotions
Constant .297 2.492 .000 8.405
Utilitarian Benefits .067 -.073 -.055 .282 -1.078

Cell-phone H8 Constant .259 2.476 .000 9.575
Utilitarian Benefits .058 -.169 -.149 .004 -2.921

Lap top Dependent Variable: Negative Prevention Emotions
Constant .314 2.887 .000 9.202
Utilitarian Benefits .071 .101 .072 .158 1.414

Cell-phone H9-H10-H11-H12
(Constant) .262 3.102 .000 11.828
Positive Promotion Emotions .050 .350 .359 .000 6.933
Negative Promotion Emotions .063 -.211 -.179 .001 -3.333
Positive Prevention Emotions .051 -.012 -.012 .815 -.234
Negative Prevention Emotions .058 -.085 -.077 .140 -1.479

Lap top Dependent Variable: Purchase Intention
(Constant) .298 2.703 .000 9.059
Positive Promotion Emotions .065 .049 .039 .425 .753
Negative Promotion Emotions .045 -.186 -.230 .000 -4.137
Positive Prevention Emotions .054 .257 .259 .000 4.768
Negative Prevention Emotions .051 .031 .033 .538 .616

Consequently, according to the above tables, the set model of the final 8 hypotheses for laptop computers and cell phones is as follows:
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Fig. 2: The model of the eight hypotheses for cell phones

Fig. 3: The model of the eight hypotheses for laptop computers

Table 2: The Independent Sample Test

T- test for Equality of Means

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference

--------------------------------------------

t df T-value Mean Difference Standard Error DifferenceLower Limit Upper Limit

Purchase Intention Equal variances assumed 13.800 780 .06122 .84489 .06122 .72471 .96507

Equal variances not assumed 13.801 .84489 .06122 .84489 .06122 .72472 .96506

Since the T-value is less than the standard limit of 0.05, it can be said that there is value difference between cell-phones and laptop computers regarding

purchase intention. Considering the upper limit and lower limit and that both are “positive numbers,” we can conclude that M1-M2>0, thus, M1>M2, which

means that purchase intention for cell- phones is greater, compared to that for laptop computers.

Comparing type- B laptop with type- D cell- phone regarding purchase intention.

Table 3: The Independent Sample Test

T- test for Equality of Means

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference

-------------------------------------------

t df T- value Mean Difference Standard Error DifferenceLower Limit Upper Limit

Purchase Intention Equal variances assumed 14.065 531 .000 1.02573 .07293 1.16900 .88247

Equal variances not assumed 14.012 502.65 .000 1.02573 .07320 1.16955 .88191

Since the T-value is less than the standard limit of 0.05, there is value difference between type-D cell- phones and type- B laptop computers regarding purchase

intention. Considering the upper limit and lower limit and that both are “positive numbers,” we can conclude that purchase intention for type- D cell- phones

is greater than that for type- B laptop computers.
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Table 4: The Independent Sample Test

Comparing type- A laptop computer with type- C cell- phone regarding purchase intention
The Independent Sample Test

t- test for Equality of Means

95%Confidence Interval of the Difference
------------------------------------------

t Df T-value Mean Difference Standard Error Difference Lower Limit Upper Limit

Purchase Intention Equal variances assumed 4.673 247 .000 .52007 .11130 .30084 .73929
Equal variances not assumed 4.463 178.334 .000 .52007 .11652 .29013 .75001

Since the T-value is less than the standard limit of 0.05, there is value difference between type- C cell- phones and type- A laptop computers regarding purchase
intention. Considering the upper limit and lower limit and that both are “positive numbers,” we can conclude that purchase intention for type- C cell- phones
is greater, than that for type- A laptop computers.

In this section, after studying the effect of each To assist managers in making decisions.
variable, we first provide and analyze the initial To provide marketing researchers with a knowledge
segregated chart. database with which they will be able to analyze

In this research, as well, we have applied the consumers.
Independent Sample Test in order to study and compare To help legislators, organizers and regulators to
two types of laptop computers and cell phones in general, legislate laws on buying goods and services.
as well as to compare two types of cell- phones and Ultimately, to help consumers make better buying
laptop computers in relation to hedonic benefits, decisions.
utilitarian   benefits   and   purchase   intention   (the In addition, the study of consumers can help us
Independent Sample Test is used since the number of perceive and apprehend the social factors that
their data is not equal). influence human behavior. The findings of this

The comparison of laptop computers and cell- implications to marketing organizations as well as
phones regarding purchase intention decision-makers of product design.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS obtained in this research, the customers’ actual

Major Findings: The insights this research provides are realized.
as follows: 1) products that meet or exceed customer’s
utilitarian needs, fulfill prevention goals and enhance Limitations and Future Study: This research also has
customer satisfaction; 2) products that meet or exceed some limitations, five of which are mentioned below:
customers’ hedonic desires, fulfill promotion goals and
enhance customer delight. Furthermore, in this research The complexity of the research topic can be
we find that the primary antecedent feelings of considered as   the   main   problem   and  limitation
satisfaction are the prevention emotions of confidence of  this  study.  Since  the   students   were  not
and security provided by utilitarian benefits; however, the familiar with such a topic, more time should have
primary antecedent feelings of delight are the promotion been  spent  explaining  and  clarifying  the questions
emotions of cheerfulness and excitement provided by to them while they were responding to the
hedonic benefits. questionnaire items. 

Frims can survive only if they have the ability to meet Due to time limitations, only one representative of
the needs and requirements of customers by obtaining each type of hedonic and utilitarian product was
comprehensive and correct knowledge of them [1] and if studied in the research, which might cause limitations
thay use special marketing strategies according to each or restrictions for generalizing the research results to
target market. all hedonic and utilitarian products.

Managerial Implication: Having an understanding of students of faculties of management all over Tehran
customers and the consumption process has several and because these faculties were scattered all over
advantages including: the city, limitations of time and cost did exist. 

research might offer significant and beneficial

In light of the validity and credibility of the results

behavior, when they are purchasing goods, can be

The statistical population was considered to be the
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Another limitation was that, due to the lack of 9. Holbrook, M.B., R.W. Chestnut, A.O. Terence and
research related to this topic throughout the country, E.A. Greenleaf, 1984. Play as a Consumption
there was no access to studies whose experiences Experience: The Role of Emotion, Performance and
and results could facilitate the accomplishment of Personality in the Injoyment of Game. J. Consumer
this research. Rse., 11: 728-739.
Due to limitations regarding time and place of the 10. Mehrabian, A. and J.W. Warren, 1986. Preferences
statistical population, the study was merely for Individual Video Game as a Funtion of Their
performed on student subjects and this limitation Emotional Effects on Players. J. Appl. Social
would affect the generalization of research results to Psychol., 16(1): 19-31.
the general public. 11. Oliver, R.L., 1994. Conseptual Issues in the Structural

For future possible studies in this field, some Quality, in Advance Consumer Research, ed. Chirs
suggestions are offered as follows: T.A. and R.J. Deborah Assosiation for Consumer

Reviewing and studying whether promotion and 12. Schultz, S.E., E.K. Robert and B.K. Jerome, 1989.
preventive emotions also enhance the feelings of These Are a Few of My Favorite Things: Toward an
delight and loyalty in consumers of industrial goods. Explication   of   Attachment   as   a  Cosumer
Studying  the  different effects of purchasing Behavior Construct. Association of Consumer Res.,
products and  services on seeking information in the 16: 359-366.
decision-making process of consumer purchase. 13. Mano, H. and R.L. Oliver, 1993. Assessing the
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